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Abstract:  

The development of a variety of 21st century learning model encourages teachers enable 
to determine the most appropriate model for student growth. Some of the learning model 

that encourages student’s activeness are experimenting and discussions models. 
Experimenting and discussion (ED) model is a combination of experiment and discussion 
methods. Experiment method is a method where students conduct their own experiments, 
is able to seek and find stundet own concept for the encountered problems. Discussion 
method is a method of teaching that present learning materials in the form of problems to 
be solved by students supported by teachers. The objective of this study is to find out how 
effective ED model to improve student learning interest and understanding on physics 
learning at high school level. Based on observations, the interest and understanding of 
physics were improved  25.6% and 15.5% respectively. The student learning using 
achivement using ED is 6.03 on average. This shows that the ED method can enhance the 
student learning interest and understanding and learning outcomes too. 
Keywords: ED methods, learning, attraction, understanding, learning outcomes 
 

INTRODUCTION  

Teaching and learning activities is a communication process performed by the 

teacher with students and students with students. Students use various forms of action 

to achieve a goal of learning. The learning objectives can be achieved best when students 

actively participate instead of just listening to the teacher in the learning process. Put 

simply learning is an effort made by an educator to learners who learn [1,2]. The purpose 

of teaching is to give rise to understanding, educators have to move out of rote 

knowledge and facts, known as "surface learning," to "learn in," where the 

understanding developed through the "active and constructive process" [3]. In this 21st 

century, the learning process is no longer comes only to the teacher (teacher centered) 

but rooted in media and technology, so that students can perform active learning (active 

learning). 

Active learning (active learning) is learning that makes students become active in 

solving problems, share ideas, provide feedback, which is an important way to the 

development of student skills. Active learning consists of three interrelated factors are: 

the basic elements, strategies for learning and teaching resources. The basic elements 

of active learning that is speaking, listening, reading, writing, and reflection [4,5]. Active 

learning is a term that focuses on the activities and involvement of students in the 

learning process that affect students' learning styles and attitudes [6, 7]. Active learning 

is an important principle of constructivism. Constructivist approach in teaching and 

learning requires one to change habits of different ways to think and participate in an 

active learning environment [8]. Active learning can develop higher thinking skills and 

creative for students [9]. Four approaches used in active learning classroom, among 

others: (a) an individual activity, (b) paired activities, (c) a small informal group and (d) 

a cooperative student projects [10]. 

Supervision of various elements such as interactions, relationships, cooperative 

behavior, leadership, mentor, support for teachers and school principals improvements 
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made to be efficient [11]. Supervision is an important process that leads to professional 

development. Since the focus on performance and teaching activities of teachers, the 

process is aimed at helping teachers to improve their performance in teaching, so that 

it serves as a better teacher to the students [12]. It can be concluded that supervision 

is an activity that is intended to improve and enhance the educational process, and 

achievement. 

In this 21st century needed their methods so that students actively in the learning 

process, one of which is the method of experimenting and Discussion (ED). With this 

method of ED students more easily understand the physics of matter that is abstract. 

As well as to foster the attractiveness of the subject matter that will increase student 

learning outcomes. 

METHOD 

Research Approach 

Methods experimenting and Discussion (ED) is a combination of two methods 

namely method of experimenting (experiment) and the method of discussion 

(discussion). Two learning methods are used at the same time learning process. 

Experimental method is a method in which students conduct their own experiments 

physics, is able to seek and find their own concepts of physics, as well as the answers 

to the problems faced by students. Students are trained to think scientifically that there 

is a problem, formulate the problem, hypothesis, testing and draw conclusions. 

Implementation of the learning process of students actively involved in it with the hope 

that students experience for themselves firsthand what is studied [13]. In the 

experimental results that the students get might be different from one another, so that 

in this case the required method of discussion that accompanied the learning process 

experiment. According to [14] the method of discussion is a method of teaching that 

present learning materials in the form of problems to be solved by students and 

teachers. According to [15] the steps of the methods experimenting and discussion on 

research are as follows: 

1. The teacher started the meeting by experimenting. 

2. Students are asked to predict the outcome experiment and record it. 

3. Students provide explanations of predictions and experimental results grouped 

based predictions. 

4. Students conduct experiments to prove the prediction. 

5. Students observing experiments conducted and recorded the results of the 

experiment, 

6. Students arrange trial report. 

7. Students present experiment report and discussion between others groups. 

Data Collection 

Collecting data using the method of literature, library method is a series of 

activities related to data collection methods literature, reading and recording and 

processing of materials research [16].The characteristics of the study of literature: 

1. Researchers dealing directly with a text or numeric data and not with direct 

knowledge of the field or witnesses in the form of events, people or other objects. 

2. Data library is ready to use. This means that researchers do not go anywhere, 

except to deal directly with the source material is already available in the library. 
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3. That reference data generally are secondary sources, which means that the 

researchers obtained the material from the second hand and not the original 

data from the first hand in the field. 

4.  That the condition of the data libraries are not limited by space and time 

Then steps in literature as methods below: 

1. Preparing fittings, At this stage the researchers prepare everything that will be 

needed in future research, such as pencils, pens, and a tool to record things 

that become the main ingredient research, or to record the source of the book 

as a reference. 

2. Develop a bibliography of work, after exhaustive research equipment in the first 

task in the research literature is to start by compiling a bibliography of work 

that records the primary source material to be used for research purposes. 

3. Set the time, the timing must be done to avoid wasting a lot of time wasted. 

study time should be set when the start of the study and when to completion. 

4. Read and make a note of research, in this last stage of the researcher should 

read the ingredients and make a research note for completeness of the materials 

needed in the study. 

RESULTS 

Results of supervision that has been carried out based on previous research 

obtained from some journals have been used by the authors that showed that there was 

a relationship between attractiveness and understanding of learners using and 

Experimenting Disscusion (ED). This can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the appeal and understanding of the physics students 

using RPQ and ED [17] 

 

  
Pre 

(%) 

Personal 

Shift 

(%) 

Pre 

(%) 

Physicist 

Shift (%) Post 

(%) 

Post (%) 

RPQ 

group 

(N=91) 

Overall 51.4 57.2 5.8 79.1 86.9 7.8 

Females 49.8 52.4 2.5 83.1 88.7 5.6 

Males 53,7 64.9 11.2 72.5 84.0 11.4 

ED 

group 

(N=85) 

Overall 50.3 75.8 25.6 77.0 92.5 15.5 

Females 46.5 72.6 26.1 78.9 92.8 13.9 

Males 56.8 81.4 24.6 73.7 919.0 18.2 

 
According to [15] using the ED to determine student learning outcomes obtained 

student learning outcomes in the cognitive domain better with an average value of 6.03 

when compared to conventional classes with an average value 4.5. Scientific attitude of 

students can develop the experimental class, with the achievement of an average 82%. 

According to [19] students with methods RPQ (91 students) showed a shift of 11% in 

the development of logical thinking, while in the development of creative thinking 

showed a shift of 20.9%. ED group of students (85 students) showed a shift from 31.7% 

in the development of logical thinking. While in the development of creative thinking 

showed a shift of 36.4%. 

DISCUSSION 

From Table 1 it can be seen that the appeal by using RPQ by 5.8% and on the 

method of ED by 25.6%, showing that the method (ED) students higher attractiveness 

of the method RPQ. An understanding of physics in RPQ method amounted to 7.8% and 

on the method of ED was 15.5%. Research conducted by [18,19] students with methods 

RPQ showed a shift of 11% in the development of logical thinking and creative thinking 

showed a shift of 20.9%. Students with ED method of shifting from 31.7% in the 

development of logical thinking and creative shows a shift of 36.4%. From the data 

obtained by the ED method for understanding the physics and perception of students 

is better than the method RPQ. With the method of ED students more easily understand 

the physics of matter that is abstract, because students do their own experiments 

physics, is able to seek and find their own concepts of physics, as well as find answers 

to the problems faced by students. So students are trained to think scientifically that 

there is a problem, formulate the problem, hypothesis, testing and draw conclusions. 

It is also based on research done by [15] explained that the application of the 

method of experimenting and Discussion (ED) to get the better physics learning with an 

average of 6.03 compared to the conventional method with an average of 4.5. Based on 

the data that has been obtained that the appeal and understanding of the physics of 

learners can be increased. It is seen from the results of learning acquired by learners. 

ED method can improve student learning outcomes for students to find their own 

concepts of physics so that students better understand the material being studied 

physics. 
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CONCLUSION 

Methods experimenting and Discussion (ED) is a combination of experimental 

methods and discussion. Based on some journals have been obtained by that method 

of ED can foster interest and understanding of physics. This is evident from the results 

of studying physics increased and this method can be used in the 21st century but as 

a suggestion of the writer in the era of globalization is that the development of science 

and technology (Science and Technology) are increasingly sophisticated, how much 

better this method is combined with the development era. The learning process in the 

trial (experimental) physics lessons that can be attributed to technology, such as data 

retrieval using a laptop, sensors, or experiments made in such a way to be more effective 

and efficient. One goal in the application of methods (ED) is that the implementation of 

learning is not too long but  learning objective is reached. 
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